
2.8 Transportation Problem
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206171: General Mathematics I

One of the first applications of linear
programming was to the problem of
minimizing the cost of transporting products
or materials from several sources to several
destinations.

Problems of this type are referred to as
tra nsportation problems.

To form this shipping schedule, we
must decide how many products to ship from
either factory to either warehouse. This will
involve many decision variables:

The two objectives of transportation
problems are

1. minimize the cost of shipping m units
to n destinations or

2. maximize the profit of shipping m
units to n destinations.

x = number of products shipped from factory i to warehouse j
ij

For exampl", *ro= number of products shipped from factory 3 to warehouse 4

di = r'rurflber of products available from factory i

br = number of products required at warehouse j
ci; = cost of shipping one unit of product from factory i to warehouse j.

MinC= c1rx11 * CtzXtz + C13x13 * Cr+Xr+ *
C2tx2t * CzzXzz + C23X23 + Cz4x24 +
Ca1X31 + Cazx3z + Ca3X33 + Ca4X34

Xrr*XrztXr:*Xr+SEr
xzt+xzz*Xz:*xz+1dz
X31 +x32*x::*xs+(E:
Xrr*Xzr*x:r 2br
Xrz*Xzz*X:z >bz
xr:*Xz:*X:: 2b:
Xt+*Xz+*X:+ >b+
xi; ) 0 (i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, 2,3, 4)

s. t.

Example 2.8.1 A computer manufacturing company has two assembly Rlg$t, plant A
and plant B, and two distribution outlets, outlet I and outlet IL Plant A can assemble
at most 700 computers a month, and plant B can assemble at most 900 computers a
month. Outlet I must have at least 500 computers a month, and outlet II must have at
least 1,000 computers a month.

Transportation costs for shipping one computer from each plant to each outlet

:Li,:;f:t"BH; :Jfiffi::l*I,i"T,':TJlitijH[Jl?,:',3,::
cost of shipping the computers from the assembly plants to the distribution outlets. What
is the minimum cost?

We define
X = nurnber of computers shipped from plant A to outlet I,

1

x = number of computers shipped from plant A to outlet iI,
2

x = number of computers shipped from plant B to outlet I,
3

x = number of computers shipped from plant B to outlet IL
4
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We can create the LP problem with the following constraints.
x + x < 700 (Available from A),12
x + x "S 900 (Available from B),

x + x > 500 (Required at i),13
x + x > 1,000 (Required at II).

?4
So the total cost of shipping is: C = 6x, + 5x, + 4x, * Bxo

We want to minimize C, and of course, this transportation problem can be solved
by using Simplex Method!

However, there is a special-purpose algorithm which is called the transportation
algorithm. The algorithm consists of three stages using several alternative methods.

For example, Northwest Corner Rule, Minimum Cell-Cost Method and MODI
(modified distribution) Method.

The transportation problem is only a special type of the LP problems.
There are computer programs which help in the construction of the LP orTP model.

The best known is GAMS-General Algebraic Modeling System. The system is useful with
large, complex problems. GAMS is available for use on personal computers, workstations,
mai nframes and su percomputers.

For example see
t"1t,.,. -- -;, : -::, . .. and
http://www.gams.com/
Note that we will only use Simplex Method in this course!
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